Wren  Feathers

Summer Sew-along week 1: pants
As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission. If you sell things made from this pattern I’d
appreciate credit for the pattern design. 
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from: http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me!

The first pattern is for pants, which I did 4 different ways, as jeans, laced-up capris, with cuffs, and ruffled bottom
pantaloons. Be aware that dolls with longer feet and a sharp angle at their ankle (like H4H) have trouble wiggling these
on if you make full-length pants. Use denim with some stretch to it, or leave them slit open on the side and close with
Velcro to avoid that problem.
Just about any of your fat quarter prints is fine for pants. So you can plan, though, coming up are a blouse, empire waist
dress, jumper, reversible pinafore (needs 2 fabrics) and a sleeveless top/dress (needs 2 fabrics)
I designed this collection to be able to be made with one bundle of fat quarters, but as I mentioned last summer, it’s also
a great idea to mix in other types of fabrics, like twill/denim/thin cotton solids.

This is how they go together at first, then see below for variations. Note that the pattern is for full-length pants, you’ll
need to shorten for capris or shorts.
1. Center front seam
2. Side seams
3. Sew lining to waistband, turn, press
4. Sew waistband to top of pants
5. Zigzag or pink back edges
6. [see variations or just hem the bottoms]
7. Sew halfway up the back seam
8. Sew crotch seam from leg to leg
9. Attach Velcro or hook/eye to back

Be creative! This is a basic pants pattern, but “little extras” will make it special! Besides the ideas below, you could
• Use piping or rickrack in the side seams
• Use commercial trim or lace at the hem
• Add a pintuck or two
• Topstitch fake pockets (or make real ones)
• Put patches of contrast fabric on the knees

Lace up sides

Lace ups: Trim off desired length (mine was an inch) and put lining or self fabric on top.
Draw curves with the highest point at the side seam (1” from the bottom) and draw in your seam allowances. Sew on
the lines you drew, trim, clip, turn, press, topstitch. Lace 5/2 perle cotton (crochet cotton) through the sides with a
metal tapestry needle, or omit lacing and tack a ribbon bow on top.

Ruffles or cuffs

These are variations of each other. Fold a piece of fabric 2.5” tall (now it’s 1.25”). Cut it the same as the bottom width
of the pants for cuffs or 1.5 times the bottom width for a ruffle. So if your bottom width is 5”, multiply that by 1.5 to get

7.5”. For ruffles, sew right side to right side, press seam down toward ruffle. For cuffs, sew to the wrong side, then flip
to the front and press up.

Extra decoration can be achieved with no cost, using your scraps to make a fabric bow. Cut a rectangle twice your
desired size, fold, and stitch where you see the green lines. Clip, turn, press, slipstitch closed if desired. Fold in the sides
of another scrap of fabric and tack around the center, trimming length as needed. Sew to pants.

If you made jeans, I hope you pre-washed the fabric so dye doesn’t rub off on your doll, but they probably still look stiff
and new. Toss them in a bucket with about a cup (300mL) of sand and cover with about an inch of water. Too much
water means the sand gets too dispersed and doesn’t do its job. Stir and rub them around for an hour or so until they
look nicely broken in. I know, it’s labor intensive, but the results are well worth it! Rinse out all the sand, preferably
outside with a hose, and run them through the washing machine with a full load of jeans/towels to soften a little more.
Did you know commercial jeans get put through special washing machines that agitate them for many, many hours? I
saw a video once about a jeans factory, and theirs were put in for 16 hours!! Unlike your home washing machine, these
don’t drain and refill after a bit of agitation, so it’s not a huge waste of water. They’re like big drums that just tumble
wet jeans, and different abrasives sometimes get added (like sand or pumice back in the 80s) to further soften and fade
them to the desired finish.

Quarter inch seams
allowed

